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THE EDITORS
 Issue 4 has arrived and marks the first anniversary of Urban Firefighter 
Magazine. 2010 was an incredible year for us and we are humbled by the 
support you have all shown us; Ray and I love discussing 2010 for this very 
reason; most don’t want to talk about 2010 ever again, however. 2010 also 
marks the year the recession tangibly caught up with the fire service. People 
seem to have placed their vilification of greedy bankers and CEOs on frontline 
firefighters too.  The politicians seem to be listening to this rhetoric – and as a 
result, we now conjure up images of firefighters placing their helmets on the 
ground in front of headquarters in ceremonious fashion as they turn in their 
badges for pink slips. 

 Is all lost? I sure hope not. But what I have yet to see is the citizenry 
demonizing and vilifying the actual mission we are actually here for. Alas, 
we have the dependent variable with which to measure against as we begin 
rebuilding our fire departments from a ruinous deprecession. The conundrum 
we face is the fact that we all know how many people we need on each apparatus 
and how to use them to cover every inch of the fire building; however, you 
might as well write each ones’ budgetary cost on the backs of their coats too 
along with their fire department’s identifying acronym. Citizens and politicians 
alike see this cost now as readily as they do our heroics and don’t seem to be 
admonishing politicians bargaining union contracts in the media these days. 
So how do we get out of this rut and back into the hearts of the people?

 The answer is systemic: we have to first understand and publicly announce 
that we will only be able to do less with less if that’s what we are dealt. We may 
not be able to cover every first-due companies’ operations with the first few 
arriving companies anymore; we may have to carry-up more standpipe folds 
than usual due to that empty seat next you now and or wait for the second 
and third engine to start a long stretch; we may have to call in an extra truck 
on extrications. You get the point. Let the union locals’ elected members, 
fire chiefs and politicians bargain the polarizing fiscal items in private. This 
should be decorum and we have to hope that they all have our backs at the 
table. Similarly, we need to watch our backs – and the citizenry’s – on the 
fireground. We both depend on it. When all is said and done and we’ve made 
a few grabs or revived one’s family member during the worst of all this, they 
will surely thank us. How much is this thanks worth to us when we are losing 
people, equipment and benefits at the very request of those who need us? I 
hope everything, because these people will eventually come back to us – and 
hopefully, will make the politicians do the same.

Hang in there, fire service

Erich Roden
Publisher and Editor, Urban Firefighter Magazine   



ISSUE 4
 Urban Firefighter Magazine is a dream-come-true for both Erich and 
myself. A year of issues that display the qualities of hard work, determination, 
and pride abound from our pages and we hope our message resonates with 
you the reader. Urban Firefighter Magazine will be with you during good times 
and bad.  Read, Share and Enjoy UFM!

Plate Spinners 

 It will take initiative and bravery to reformulate the fire service during this 
time of deep austerity and economic downturn. Where the fire service ends 
up will vary dependent upon local severity, funding support and organizational 
restructuring. Not very fire department is on the brink of fiscal collapse, but 
some among us have already declared their “Mayday.” 

 Although most of the problems regarding budget shortfalls did not occur 
over night, they have come to a head rather quickly – and the mood is right to 
lance fire department budgets throughout the country. Political stall and lack 
of revenue, combined with a labor force that is not designed to turn a profit, 
makes the fire service a great target. The majority of any fire department’s 
budget is personnel. Personnel numbers and timely response are the 
backbone of our service delivery model. When the cutting is accomplished 
through labor reduction, more than just the model suffers. Creative solutions to 
fire occurrences can be accomplished and expanded; however there are only 
so many accomplished plate spinners among our ranks. Eventually, some will 
fall and shatter. Who will be there to pick up the pieces? 

 The watershed moment is upon the fire service like an open nozzle – and 
this is no more evident than in the most blighted cities and towns. Fire protection 
is for all, but as many feel the hair on their neck stand up, who is protecting the 
protectors? There is a hierarchy of need in the fire service: people first – then 
property. We will always serve our people; the question is: how effective will 
we be when we are severely diminished in numbers and capability? It was 
never about just showing up, anyone can do that. Firefighters take action; their 
training allows them to go where most of society runs from. The fire sevice of 
fiscal austerity is going to need even more dedication from its firefighters, not 
less. Even if demand for our services decreases, the level of on-scene activity 
and responsibility will rise – and that is the biggest issue austerity hands us to 
resolve and live with.

Sincerely,

Ray McCormack
Publisher and Editor, Urban Firefighter Magazine

“Keep Fire in Your Life”
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The nation’s city finance officers report that the fiscal condition of the nation’s cities continues to weaken in 2010 as cities confront 
the effects of the economic downturn.2 Local and regional economies characterized by struggling housing markets, slow consumer 
spending, and high levels of unemployment are driving declines in city revenues. In response, cities are cutting personnel, infrastructure 
investments and key services. Findings from the National League of Cities’ latest annual survey of city finance officers include:

n    Nearly nine in ten city finance officers report that their cities are less able to meet fiscal needs in 2010 than in the 
previous year;

n    As finance officers look to the close of 2010, they report declining revenues and spending cutbacks in response to 
the economic downturn; 

n    Property tax revenues are beginning to decline in 2010, after years of annual growth, reflecting the gradual, but 
inevitable, impact of housing market declines in recent years; 

n    City sales tax revenues declined dramatically in 2009 and are declining further in 2010;
n    Fiscal pressures confronting cities include declining local economic health, public safety and infrastructure costs, 

employee-related costs for health care, pensions, and wages, and cuts in state aid;
n    To cover budget shortfalls and balance annual budgets, cities are making a variety of personnel cuts, delaying or 

cancelling infrastructure projects, and cutting basic city services; and,
n    Ending balances, or “reserves,” while still at high levels, decreased for the second year in a row as cities used 

these balances to weather the effects of the downturn.

MEETING FISCAL NEEDS
In 2010, nearly nine in ten (87%) city finance 
officers report that their cities are less able to 
meet fiscal needs than in 2009 (See Figure 
1). City finance officers’ assessment of their 
cities’ fiscal conditions in 2010 is essentially at 
the same level as their 2009 assessment, when 
88 percent of city finance officers said their 
cities were less able to meet fiscal needs than 
in 2008. Concern about cities’ fiscal health 
remains at the highest level in the history 
of NLC’s 25-year survey. Finance officers 
in cities that rely upon property taxes and 
sales taxes – the two most common local tax 
sources – are equally likely to say that their 
cities are less able to meet fiscal needs in 2010 

1   Christopher W. Hoene is Director of the Center for Research and Innovation at the National League of Cities. Michael A. Pagano is Dean of the College of Urban Planning and Public Affairs at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He has written the annual City Fiscal 
Conditions report for NLC since 1991.  The authors would like to acknowledge the 338 respondents to this year’s fiscal survey. The commitment of these cities’ finance officers to the project is greatly appreciated.

2  All references to specific years are for fiscal years as defined by the individual cities. The use of “cities” or “city” in this report refers to municipal corporations.
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Figure 1: Percent of Cities “Better Able/Less Able” to Meet Financial Needs in FY 2010 
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Figure 1: % of Cities "Better Able/Less Able" to Meet Financial Needs in FY 2009
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The City Fiscal Conditions Survey is a national mail and online survey of finance officers in U.S. cities conducted in the spring-summer of each year.  
This is the 25th edition of the survey, which began in 1986.
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By: Karen Leming
A day as a fire department honor guard member
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A day as a fire department honor guard member
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“We try very hard, in the face of all kinds of adversity, to 
make sure that our fallen are honored with our presence.”

Karen Leming, Commander of the Tacoma Washington Fire Department Honor Guard and Pipers, 
gives Urban Firefighter a look at what it’s like to be part of an Honor Guard. They’re the unseen side of 
commitment and sacrifice, along with the public side of pride and dedication, and serve a unique role in 
honoring firefighters and firefighting.
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 As I stand shoulder to shoulder with my fellow brother and sister 
firefighters, a river of sweat rolls down my back. I want to run my 
hand across my lower back, but I cannot break ranks. It is my job 
to be at attention and not move, even though the sun is sweltering 
as we stand in our Class A uniforms.
 I have a lot of pressure on me today. We are bidding farewell to a 
fallen hero. Family members, along with friends, fellow firefighters, 
law enforcement and the governor are in attendance. I am the 
detail commander for the “Cordon of Honor”. 
 Today, we are honoring the service of a fire chief who died in 
the line of duty in California. As a member of the last team (local 
assistance state team), I have been deployed for several days to 
work on the Honor Guard portion of the event. Before each honor 
guard event, I must make sure that everything is set, and that I have 
taken along everything I need to wear: One class A uniform, two 
white shirts, a tie, extra pants, a hat, ceremonial gloves, an ascot, 
a shoulder cord, and polished Corfam shoes. Any equipment, like 
ceremonial axes or pike poles, will be cleaned and polished prior to 
our trip and once again before an event. Obviously, our appearance 
is not left to chance.
 Looking sharp and leaving no detail unaddressed is just part of 
the pride that is pervasive of all team members. Before we break 
from our final team meeting preceding an event, each member 
gives the other a final uniform check, to make certain everything 
is in order. I pride myself on my appearance, and consider it a 
privilege to wear the honor guard uniform along with the members 
of my team. 
 Nothing evokes strong emotions like seeing an honor guard or 
color guard at a ceremony saluting a fallen comrade.
 The Cordon of Honor is a special privilege. Uniformed personnel 
stand at attention next to and across from each other for this 
ceremony, will render a salute for the family, department members, 
commissioners and the forest service. It’s much more than an 
opportunity to salute a life, it’s an opportunity to re ect on what 
firefighters stand for and the work we do. It is inspiring for us, as 
well as the families of the fallen. 
 At parade rest with the other uniformed personnel, I look straight 
ahead and focus on what we will be doing next. Hours before the 
ceremony, I briefed the group about what to expect, making sure 
our lines are straight, listening to my commands, and anticipating 
what the commands will be.
 We have one chance to look good and get it right. All the 
members of the group understand that we can never take our 
detail lightly; every member of the honor guard shares the drive 
to be perfect. I see the firefighters standing across from me shoes 
shined, uniforms neat, looking their best. They too understand 
that paying one’s respect is a solemn privilege. Today is a day the 

family of the fallen will never forget. 
 There is a tension you feel when you want to be perfect, as 
if everyone is watching just you. You strive for perfection, not for 
yourself but for the family, to show the honor they deserve as you 
bid farewell to a hero. Somehow, this is comforting to those of us in 
uniform that have come to pay respects.
 At last, the moment I have prepared for arrives. I gaze intently 
as the family emerges from the limousine, one by one. Their steps 
are slow, and their movements drenched with personal pain. The 
sense of loss is etched on their faces. It is so sad, but I cannot 
allow myself to feel their pain today. My heart is heavy for the one 
we lost and those left behind, but I remind myself to stay focused 
on my role. I have a mission to fulfill for the family, the friends and 
the firefighters.
 It is even more difficult today, as the firefighter being laid to rest 
was a friend. 
 I focus on calling commands. I call with an authoritative and 
strong voice. “Honor Guard, East Pierce Fire, US Forest Service, 
Attention!”
 The casket is removed in a slow, ceremonious cadence from 
the fire engine by the body bearers. Honorary pallbearers step in. 
I receive a nod from the detail commander and give the command 
“present arms.”
 With a three count, a salute is given, slow and purposeful, by all 
of the firefighters present in the cordon.
 The family, followed by department members and friends, forms 
a procession and begins the long walk through the chapel. I can 
see the pain in the faces, as arms begin to shake from muscle 
fatigue. Someone in the back has fainted from the sweltering heat, 
others will follow. Despite the pain, heat and exhaustion, everyone 
is determined to hold their salute until the order is given. With 
another three count, hands slowly return to the side as everyone 
resumes the attention position. I can feel the sense of relief sweep 
over the cordon, and the visiting firefighters join the procession into 
the church.
 The memorial is about to begin, and I am filled with pride from 
the showing of all my fellow honor guard members who attended, 
as well as my own performance. Today was emotionally and 
physically difficult for the team, and we came through perfectly, just 
as we had hoped for. 
 Honor guards are a time-honored tradition that symbolizes pride 
and commitment. The guard exemplifies dedication, of honoring 
duty with respect and compassion through a disciplined display of 
service.  As the bagpipers fill the chapel with music another fire 
service tradition begins. 
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 As an officer of a Truck Company, your job is to constantly maintain 
that your members are on their “A game” as far as operational 
proficiency is concerned. We have many different tools to choose 
from in our arsenal but, one tool that is highly overlooked is the Rapid 
Intervention Pak (RIT Pak).
 The RIT Pak was designed to provide a firefighter “breathable air” 
when they are low or completely out of air in an IDLH environment. This 
portable breathing station is lightweight and can provide assistance 
to a fellow firefighter that is in the process of being removed from 
the IDLH area or one that is trapped and is involved in a prolonged 
extrication (e.g. collapse). 

Components of the RIT Pak
The RIT Pak (figure 1) is composed of the following components: 
  SCBA cylinder (generally 45-60 mins depending on Dept S.O.P.)
  Low High Pressure Assembly
   High Pressure Hose with UAC (Universal Air Connection)
   Low Pressure Hose with a Schrader and Hansen Fitting
  Non CBRN Regulator and Facepiece
  Equipment Bag with Shoulder Sling

 Firefighters are always looking to add different features to enhance 
the operations of our equipment. My Company’s RIT Pak also 

consists of medical scissors, a 20’ piece of tubular webbing and a 
steel carabiner. These additions provide necessary tools to aid in the 
disentanglement and removal of a downed firefighter. The scissors 
have endless uses for removing obstruction. They cut easily through 
cable and electrical wires which are a common cause for firefighter 
entanglement. The webbing is used to create a retrieval harness in 
removal operations. The carabiner can be used as part of the retrieval 
harness or to tether the RIT Pak to the injured member during their 
rescue.

 Checking the RIT Pak
 The RIT Pak should be inspected at the beginning of each tour and 
after each use. All components of the system should be checked for 
cleanliness and proper operation. All hoses should be checked for 
cracks and abrasions. The couplings should be examined for damage 
and operability. The air cylinder should read “Full”. If not, the cylinder 
will need to be changed. Upon completion of the RIT Pak check, the 
system will require to be bled down. This is a 3 step operation. First, 
the cylinder must be fully closed. The high pressure supply line is bled 
by pushing on the center of the rubber cap for the UAC Coupling. 
Finally, the low pressure side is bled by using the purge valve on the 
regulator. If any malfunctions are observed, the RIT Pak should be 
placed Out of Service.

Figure 1
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Air Management Methods
 The RIT Pak can provide air to a firefighter in several different 
ways. The first method we will discuss is using the UAC (Universal 
Air Connection). 
 The UAC (figure 2) allows the RIT Company to replenish air 
to the SCBA of the member in trouble (as long as their SCBA is 
equipped with a UAC) in approximately 1 minute. This system 
is connected to the RIT Pak with a 5ft length of high pressure 
hose. The UAC equalizes the pressure of the RIT Pak with the 
SCBA of the downed member. If further air is required such as in 
a prolonged extrication, the RIT Pak will continue to equalize its 
pressure,  in each cylinder. Although this sounds like a “cure-
all”, there are downfalls to this method. The first consideration in 
UAC use should be whether or not the member’s protective rubber 
housing is intact on their UAC. If not, the potential for debris being 
in their UAC is great and this operation should be aborted. The 
rubber housing should be checked during SCBA tour checks and 
after all SCBA uses. What was the cause of the firefighter to go 
down (e.g. SCBA emergency)? If we can’t communicate with the 
firefighter, we should consider possible damage to the SCBA and 
pursue another method of air replacement.
 The Low Pressure Hose offers us several options for air supply. 
The Low Pressure hose can come in different lengths depending 

on the manufacturer and Department. The FDNY uses a 20 ft Low 
Pressure hose. While this length offers the ability to conquer air 
replacement in restricted spaces, it also makes air line management 
paramount. Some Departments have opted for the Low Pressure 
hose in 10ft lengths. The storing of the Low Pressure hose (figure 
3) is also important. An “inside out method” of packing prevents the 
air-line from becoming tangled and plays out in an orderly fashion. 
The Low Pressure hose can be used to replace a firefighter’s 
regulator. By removing the regulator of the downed firefighter and 
replacing it with the RIT Pak regulator, air can be supplied to the 
firefighter. The advantage to this method is that the facepiece, 
helmet, and hood of the member do not need to be disturbed.   
 The Hansen Low Pressure Fitting (located on the member’s low 
pressure hose) can also be replaced with the Hansen Fitting of the 
RIT Pak. This method can be applied in seconds and makes for 
a great drill. Once again, the facepiece, helmet and hood of the 
firefighter in trouble do not need to be disturbed. Replacing the 
firefighter’s facepiece with that of the RIT Pak’s is our last option. 
This procedure is the most involved out of all of the Low Pressure 
Air Replacement Procedures. RIT members must constantly assure 
that the purge valve is not left in the open position on the regulator 
of the downed firefighter as this will lead to rapid air depletion.
 

Figure 2 Figure 3
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Disadvantages to the RIT Pak
 As with all fire service equipment, there are drawbacks to 
the RIT Pak. Some of these drawbacks must be monitored 
while others can be overcome. The RIT Pak, unlike a regular 
SCBA does not have a remote air gauge, a vibra-alert in the 
regulator or a “heads-up display” in the facepiece. If you look at 
the regulator that is assigned to your RIT Pak, it maybe falsely 
marked and states “vibra alert”. Pass this important information 
on to the other members of your Company.
 The only way to monitor air usage is by reading the SCBA 
cylinder gauge. A member of the RIT Company must be 
assigned this important function. 
 The facepiece may be difficult to don on a downed firefighter. 
The use of a “pull grip” through the rear mesh of the head 
netting along with 2” key rings inserted on the pull straps (figure 
4) can make donning the facepiece on the downed firefighter 
(while still wearing full PPE) easy. The “pull grip” can be easily 
made using a piece of tubular webbing and the 2”key rings can 
be purchased at any hardware store.
 While removing the member from the IDLH, how can we 
insure that the facepiece remains in place on the downed 
firefighter? A short “tag line” with a “key chain type carabiner” 
is a great solution (figure 5). Once put on air, attach the 
carabiner to the downed firefighter’s SCBA in the vicinity of 
his shoulder strap alligator clips. This will provide a buffer if 
there is tension (caused by air management member falling  
behind or temporary snags) and will assist in the facepiece from 
being dislodged.
 A question often asked is “upon deployment of the RIT 
Company, should the RIT Pak be turned on outside the IDLH”? 
Some Departments are in favor of this practice but, use 
caution. As you are proceeding towards the downed firefighter 
it is possible to accidentally “charge” the system which would 
cause a waste of air. Firefighters should be guided by their 
Department’s SOPs pertaining to this procedure.

Thinking “Outside the Box”
 As stated, the RIT Pak is an asset for firefighters experiencing 
air issues  emergencies but, what about using the RIT Pak for 
civilian use?
 The RIT Pak can be used for civilians but, the Pak assigned 
to the RIT Company should only be used for firefighter use. 
Firefighter emergencies can occur at anytime. If a RIT Pak is 
required for civilian use, it should be taken from another rig for 
that purpose. The RIT Pak has been used for victims requiring 
extended extrications in IDLH areas involving both fire and 
confined space situations.
 The RIT Pak has a tremendous value on the fireground. All 
members, not just those assigned to RIT should be well versed 
in its’ operation. The lives of your fellow firefighters may one 
day depend on it. 

Figure 4
Figure 5
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PL Vulcan Fire Training Concepts
in memoriam Lieutenant Pete Lund

“Let no man’s ghost say his training let him down”

To Contact Us for Classes or Consultation Work Go to:
plvulcanfiretrainingconcepts.com

or email Mark @ TL111MDG@AOL.COM

 F.D.N.Y. LT. MARK D. GREGORY  •  F.D.N.Y. FF JAMES F. SANDAS    
Boston F.D. Captain PAT NICHOLS

F.D.N.Y. LT. Ray Strong • F.D.N.Y. FF Duane Wood 
F.D.N.Y. FF Glenn Bullock



Training Minutes Video

T  

Sweeping the oor in front of the nozzle team moves hot embers, debris and scalding water
away from the nozzle team. To ensure that your immediate path is clear, incorporate “The
Bounce” technique just prior to and during the hoseline’s advance as needed.
More Training Minutes videos are available at www.urbanfirefighter.com.
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By: a i  ickert

 Things which impede, hinder, or otherwise alter ladder 
positioning fall into two basic categories: Static or Dynamic. 

STATIC: Variables which are preexisting or mostly unchanging. 
These will include, but are not limited to, the type of structure, 
location of other structures, windows, doors, dormers, chimneys, 
satellite dishes, roof type, power-lines, wires, cables (wires or 
cables do not have to be energized in order to cause problems), 
vehicles, fences, trees,  bushes and terrain (including uneven, 
sloping ground or hills).
 

DYNAMIC: Emergent or changing conditions such as location 
and progression of the fire, other crews and hose lines. It becomes 
the dynamic variables that will be the most difficult to factor into the 
size-up.

STATIC AND/OR DYNAMIC: Most of the time, weather 
will be counted as a stable variable, but it can also be dynamic. The 
most likely dynamic variable regarding weather will be the wind, 
but may also include snow, ice, rain and lightning. Some types of 
weather, or weather-related conditions, will not only require you to 
change your location, but may prevent you from going to the roof 
altogether. 

 “The art of good ground ladder placement lies in the ability to quickly recognize what are and are not viable laddering positions. This 
is accomplished by being able to effectively prioritize the hazards; thus reducing the many possibilities more quickly and efficiently.”
       
 Throwing ground ladders for roof operations on a steeply-pitched two or two-and-a-half-story dwelling will present a far more challenging 
scenario than merely having to place a ladder to a fixed or specific objective such as a window or porch. This will be especially true in an 
urban setting and will require that you take into account many more variables including some which may be constantly changing.

Variables/Hazards/Obstacles
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 Having a good grasp of building construction and roof types in your area is an integral part of any size-up plan and will allow you to 
quickly break down starting points for laddering positions. The graphic below highlights some of these basic roof types and potential 
starting points: 

The red stripes indicate potential laddering positions; the yellow indicates the “ventable” roof area.
 1. Gable: steeply pitched, t o sides
 2. Gambrel: steeply pitched, t o sides
 . ipped Roo -Ridged Classic: steeply pitched, t o sides
 . Gable-Shallo  pitch: alkable  ith t o sides or it may be possible to ladder the ridge directly. 
      This should only be attempted i  there are no gable ridge vents or attic indo s.
 . ipped Roo -Ridged Classic-Shallo  pitch: alkable  ith our sides  
 . Flat Roo : our sides
 . Mansard: our sides

 This may be reduced to two sides in Northern climates during the winter months, when even “walkable” roofs become 
unwalkable due to snowy or icy conditions.

Roof Types and Ground Ladder Placements
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 Having a systematic size-up process will offer you the best chance at rapidly and consistently identifying favorable laddering 
positions. Taking a little extra time to properly size-up can pay dividends later on, in time, effort and safety.

A basic size-up plan may be as ollo s:

 I     Identify the roof type: gable, hip, gambrel, etc., as well as basic construction: balloon, platform, new, old or legacy.

 II    Location and momentum of the fire.
                
 III    Getting a 270- or 360-degree view of the structure when feasible (if this can be accomplished quickly)

 IV   Where is the ideal (hole) location? Can a ground ladder be placed to the gutter-line directly below that point, or are there  
   hazards obstacles which prevent this?

 V     If not, what is the next best ladder position possible taking all the hazards and obstacles into consideration?

 Remember, dynamic variables will be changing and evolving even as you are determining placement and setting up for the roof. 
This means that they may need to be reconsidered at any time during the size-up process. 

 This plan incorporates the most important considerations, and offers a good starting point to begin forming a ground ladder 
protocol specific to your department. Some good additional questions to ask: 

Can it be implemented quickly in 0-  seconds

Can it be implemented consistently  

Does it address most situations hich occur on the fireground

Is it easy to adapt hen encountering ne  or unexpected obstacles

 The true test of any plan is making the jump from paper to the real world. We can approximate what this might look like and apply 
this rudimentary plan to a realistic fire scenario.

The Size-Up Process
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B Side Exposure Fire Building D Side Exposure

1

2

3

The view upon arrival from the front or A-side of the fire building:
General Impression: The street view will usually be your first chance at sizing up the fire building for potential ground ladder placement. 
In this case, the building type is common in your area, and you are familiar with its characteristics. It is a turn-of-the-century two-and-a-
half-story wood frame with a full attic and, most likely, balloon-frame construction. The roof is a steeply-pitched gable (12 12 pitch) which 
will give you two choices for laddering: the B-side and D-side, and has one or more dormers. The main staircase will likely be located 
behind the front door, or in the case of some Midwestern Cities, towards the rear of the building, and will give crews access to every oor 
of the building from the basement to the attic. The latter stairwell location will be used in this fire and laddering scenario. The fire appears 
to be in the rear.
 The proximity of the D-side exposure looks as though it will prevent ground ladders from being used on the D-side of the fire building.  
Making this observation early will allow you to quickly cut your assessment area in half, and focus on the B-side for laddering points.
 The first hose line has been laid through the B-side gangway making this the “working” side of the fire building and ensuring that other 
hose-lines and crews will soon follow using this as their main means of accessing the interior of the fire building.
 Peeking out over the gable, you are just able to make out a center dormer on the B-side of the roof with smoke rising up behind it.
Plan Implementation:
  Identified roof-type and building Construction
  Identified hose-line placement and working side
  Identified D-side exposure obstacle reducing assessment area by half; and Identified a roof obstacle (dormer) on the  
    B-side of the roof.

Walk through Scenario:
The basic parameters are as follows: Weather
Temp: 60 degrees. Wind: light, 0 to 5 mph.
Confirmed structure fire: The first engine is on the scene and 1 3 4” line is being laid out. Upon arrival, the incident commander orders you 
to vent the roof, and you are unable to use aerial due to positioning of other apparatus and the setback of the house.
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Walking down the B-side gangway this is your view towards the rear:
General Impression: The fire seems to have some headway: heavy smoke from the rear of the building indicates possible extension 
beyond the room of origin; No signs of fire below the second oor or stairwell.
 Fire from the two second-story windows in the rear (most likely a bedroom): This also appears to be the room of origin. There is a good 
chance that this fire is running the studs and making its way into the attic. 
 A window located between oors is a good indicator of where the rear stairwell is located. In this particular type of building, there is 
also a good chance that it is the main stairwell that runs from the basement to each oor, and services the attic. The engine company will 
likely be making their push up this stairwell to the fire oor. 
Electrical service coming in from the alley.
Plan Implementation:
   Identified Fire location-Floor and most likely area of origin,
  Tentatively identified the main stairwell which will be used for suppression operations, and Identified where the electrical  
      service is coming from.
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View from the BC-Corner:
General impression: Smoke is pushing, not drifting, from both the gutter-line and gable eaves; it’s a good bet that fire is beginning to 
enter the attic space. Smoke from the C-side second oor windows is vigorous, with the center window possibly lighting up soon.
Center dormer will restrict access to the eave-line toward A-side of the building.
 Based solely on the location of the fire, this is a good laddering point. If the fire runs the studs into the attic, it will be here, making this 
side of the roof the ideal choice. The downside is that you will be setting up on the “working” side of the building; this not only creates 
a hazard for your crew, but may jeopardize other crews and hose-lines when the roof is pulled and dropped to the ground. The other 
potential hazard is from the fire itself: if it mushrooms out along the eave, this may impinge on your ground ladder making its use a little 
more “exciting.”
 The rear door to the structure and the main stairwell- The first hose-line is laid through this doorway and will continue to be a hub 
of activity with both engine and truck companies utilizing this entrance to access the building, simultaneously: laying other hose-lines, 
searching and rescuing, shutting down utilities and overhauling.
 Electrical service entering the building is one of the most dangerous and pervasive hazards on the fireground, especially at night, and 
as it relates to raising ladders. Even if it will not interfere with setting the ground ladder for roof operations, as is the case here, it is still 
good to note where the service enters the building.
 The D-side exposure. It appears that the D-side exposure building is not as long as the fire building. This may yield another good 
laddering point for roof access. This was not apparent from the street view and reinforces the importance of trying to see all sides of the 
building to be laddered whenever it is feasible.

Plan Implementation:
  Identified roof obstruction
  Identified ideal roof opening location
  Confirmed working stairwell location
  Confirmed where electrical service is entering the building
  Identified another possible laddering point; and noted the fire’s progress and momentum

1

2
3

4

5
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View from CD-Corner:
General Impression: The fire is continuing to gain headway: smoke pushing from the D-side eave and window indicates fire has 
expanded beyond the room of origin. The fire running the exterior wall studs on the B-side is not the only concern. Fire extension into 
the attic may also be occurring via interior walls and ceilings due to plaster lathe dropping, through openings or gaps created by conduit, 
plumbing, chimneys or building renovations.
 Center window on the C-side has lit in the five seconds it took to walk to the D-side of the house. It is now obvious that this is an 
aggressive growth-stage fire which is continuing to gain momentum and generating tremendous amounts of smoke and heat.
Moving to the D-side confirms that there is indeed a good laddering point located to the rear of the non-working side.
Plan Implementation:
  Noted aggressive fire behavior and fire progression
  Confirmed another, or perhaps, a better laddering point
Decision time:
You have identified two viable laddering points; however, which one is better under the circumstances? Evaluating both positions by 
applying three important criteria will allow us to make the right best decision: 
  Best Location (in relationship to the fire)
  Safest Position
  Fastest Deployment
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Best Location: Slight advantage B-side
B-side: is the ideal location. It will allow for a roof vent directly above, where the fire is most likely to enter the attic.
D-side: How much difference will it make if the hole is opened up on the D-side of the roof?
Answer: Not too much; at least not in this case. This type of structure often has a common attic and peak space. Even when partitioned, 
the partitions rarely run all the way to the peak, keeping the peak space one common area.

Sa est Position: Clear Advantage D-side
B-side:This position has a couple of things going against it: Adjacent window is venting heavy fire, which may hinder placement or retreat 
from roof if it mushrooms out along gutter-line.
Set-up will not only be on the working side (B-side) of the building, but at the working end (B C corner). This means you will be setting-up 
and working above the most congested area of the fire building.
D-Side: Like the B-side position, there is an adjacent window. It is not currently venting fire, but may be soon.
Set-up will be away from most other personnel and crews. This will allow you to set up and operate freely without too much consideration 
where your roof debris will be falling.      
     
Fastest Deployment: Slight Advantage D-side
B-side: This would be a tie, except for the fact you will be setting up in a high traffic area, which might possibly slow you down.
D-side: Urban fire crews are used to operating in close quarters alongside and in conjunction with other companies. That said, stuff 
happens, and it is nice when a truck crew going to the roof doesn’t have to worry about or possibly be hindered by other crews laying 
hose lines or ferrying equipment while trying to raise and position your ladders.

DECISION: D-SIDE
 After evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of both, you should come to the conclusion that the D-side offers the better laddering 
position. Even though you are giving up position in regards to where the fire most likely will enter the attic, it is not enough to overcome 
the slight speed advantage and clear-gain in safety of a D-side opening. The B-side location will still provide a good laddering point for a 
secondary means of egress, and could still be used as the primary if for whatever reason the D-side can no longer be used.

Evaluation: B-side position Vs  D-side position
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 This is just one scenario: by adding or changing even a single variable, we can create countless others that will generate a whole new 
set of problems and considerations. The important part of this exercise is that it allows you to see the process in action – and how we 
incorporate the size-up plan while determining and evaluating laddering placements. 

Other Points to Consider:
 If it is determined that the fire started on a oor below attic level, it is not advisable to place ladders within one or two feet of or over 
windows in order to gain access to the roof. The reasons for this are twofold. If the windows are going to be used for either vent-enter-
search (VES) or rapid egress by interior crews, your ladders will become an obstacle. Additionally, if conditions suddenly deteriorate, 
windows may vent directly into onto your ladders, rendering them unusable or inaccessible. This can occur rapidly and without warning.  
 Even if this roof could be accessed via aerial, ground ladders are the better choice. Their deployment will be faster and more precise 
than that of the aerial. In most cases the aerial will only give you access to the front portion of the peak and, with fire located in the rear 
of the structure, this means roof ladders would have to be leapfrogged to the rear in order to open up in reasonable proximity to the fire. 
This will be time consuming and move you away from your primary means of egress.
 Positioning of ground ladders into buildings with roof pitches that are unwalkable is particularly critical. Unlike at or gently pitched 
roofs where you can simply walk to a favorable location above the fire once access to the roof is made, steeply pitched roofs will require 
a more difficult and time consuming relocation of roof ladders and equipment in order to gain a favorable position above the fire if the 
ground ladder is located too far away from where the fire is.

Conclusion:
 Once it is determined that ground ladders will be used in order to make the roof, it is critical that size-up for ground ladder placement 
is able to be quickly implemented. While it is impossible to address all the variables or possibilities that might exist on the fireground, 
having a well practiced regimen in place – along with a exible plan – should allow you to have successful outcomes for most any situation 
encountered.
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 A number of national campaigns in recent years have sought to 
improve safety on the fire ground.  Several of the initiatives have 
fittingly targeted the category of ‘preventable’ injuries and deaths.  
Furthermore, innovative safety and management frameworks 
have been applied to fire ground operations and tactics seeking 
to make the fire ground an inherently safer place for firefighters 
and officers to operate.  In some leadership circles, these 
frameworks have adjusted the expectations regarding the hazards 
that firefighters encounter when operating on the fire ground and 
have subsequently generated a series of mantras and leadership 
philosophies that though well intended, may adversely yield a false 
sense of security and exacerbate the element of complacency.  My 
experiences from leading Marines in combat – coupled with the 
extensive study of Warfighting – lead me to believe that the noble 
objectives of fulfilling our mission of protecting life while ensuring 
the welfare of our personnel might be better served by adopting an 
appropriate ‘combat mindset:’ a mindset that aggressively counters 
complacency rather than strictly promoting a (culture of safety).  
Ensuring the safety and welfare of our members is certainly at 
the core of leadership responsibility in the fire service.  However, 
real world anecdotes from the battlefield and fire ground, further 
validated by scientific and academic research, demonstrate that 
safety might best be achieved by recognizing its inherent limitations 
– and instilling in our firefighters an appropriate combat mindset 
that instills physical and mental toughness while continuously 
countering the element of complacency.      
The LimiTaTions of a ‘CuLTure of safeTy’ 
 With the best of intentions, leaders in the fire service have 
embraced the concept of safety engineering in attempt to reduce 
the risk of injury and death to our nation’s firefighters.  The problem 
is that the inherent nature of firefighting (as discussed in Issue 3) 
places a substantive limit of advance and wide range of restrictions 
on the effects of safety engineering.  In the process of advancing 
his “complex theory”, accomplished sociologist Charles Perrow 
concluded the unfeasibility of removing risk from complex systems 
and conversely: suggested that such attempts often unintentionally 
increase the risk of system failure.  Examine the continued risks that 
our nation’s aviators, astronauts, and off-shore drillers face despite 
tremendous advancements in safety mechanisms and systems: 
should we expect the risks that our nation’s firefighters assume be 
any different?  Furthermore, the practice of emphasizing a ‘culture 
of safety’ within the fire service has adversely contributed to a 
skewed sense of reality, perpetuated the presence of complacency, 
and diminished the focus on what it is that we are primarily called 
to do: protect life even when it requires high-risk and potential 
sacrifice.    
 Structural firefighting has always been a dangerous business 
and will always be a relatively precarious chore, particularly in the 
urban environment.  Firefighters today receive in-depth training 
and are outfitted with personal and tactical equipment that far 
exceed previous generations, but the environment in which we 
operate in is increasingly complex and hazardous.  Additionally, 
physical science again dictates that every action has an equal and 
opposite reaction.  Thus, many of the initiatives that have sought 
to enhance the life safety of our members have brought with them 

undesirable and in some instances, unanticipated consequences.  
Furthermore, the fact that we are responding to fewer structural 
fires than previous generations actually reduces our technical 
proficiency at our craft and carries with it increased risks (this 
inverse relationship between event frequency and risk is somewhat 
counterintuitive).  Many of the safety initiatives, both technical and 
procedural, have enabled firefighters to continue to affect their 
mission while assuming less personal risk.

  Firefighters in New York City and around the nation have 
benefited immensely from the industrious devotion of pioneers 
like former FDNY Commissioner John O’Hagan who combined a 
genuine desire to see firefighters operate both aggressively and 
safely in the performance of their duties.  One of his colleagues 
later re ected on O’Hagan’s remarks at the opening of the FDNY’s 
Training Academy in 1966.  O’Hagan suggested that: “although 
inevitably firefighters will be lost in the line of duty, we cannot 
become complacent and let down our guard. For with proper 
safety equipment and state-of-the-art technology, coupled with 
progressive and repeated intense training, firefighters can reduce 
the dangerous hazards that they face during their daily performance 
of duty (Flood, p. 251).”   As O’Hagan concluded though, it is 
important to recognize that each initiative, refined procedure, and 
newly procured piece of equipment and gear may diminish risk to 
our firefighters under ideal circumstances – but NO initiative or 
measure will ever serve as a panacea to eradicate personal risk.                    
 The fireground is an inherently dangerous place for even the 
most seasoned and well-equipped firefighter.  The bottom line is 
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that regardless of a firefighter’s tactical proficiency, the nature of 
war and fire ground operations eliminate an idealistic guarantee 
that a firefighter will return home to his family after duty.  A senior 
firefighter in the FDNY instructed his Probies to religiously start 
each tour by telling themselves . “I’m walking in this (expletive) 
door and I’m walking out this (expletive) door at the end of my 
tour.”  But you can rest assured that this same firefighter kissed 
his wife and children goodbye before leaving home for the 

firehouse because he recognized that even his experience, 
mental and physical toughness, and resolve did not guarantee him 
omnipotence on the fireground.  The rationale promoted by some 
that ‘safe practices’ will send firefighters home to their loved ones is 
not only impractical, but also curiously challenges physical science 
itself.  Consider that a firefighter can be in exactly the right place, 
at the right time, doing precisely what the operation requires of him 
and still be overcome by a series of events that leave him seriously 
injured or dead.  However, in most instances where serious 
death and injury occur, it is the element of physical and mental 
complacency that compromised the safety and well-being of the 
firefighter.  For this reason, the element of complacency actually 
poses the greatest obstacle to the welfare of our members and it is 
a risk that we can actually manage.  
no room for CompLaCenCy  
on The BaTTLefieLd 
 I turn for a minute to the battlefield: only a foolish infantry 
battalion commander would suggest to the parents and spouses 
of his troops that he planned to bring them all home from a tour in 

volatile southern Afghanistan.  Why?  Perhaps because combat 
commanders recognize that the nature of war dictates that 
uncertainty and risk pervade every engagement on the battlefield.  
Unfortunately, some days, the enemy just has a better day than you 
– as his ability to outmaneuver you at a particular time and place 
might generate friendly casualties.  Like firefighters, sometimes 
the best trained Marines are in the right place at the right time, 
but still fall prey to the enemy.  But in some instances, it is the 
element of complacency that subtlety weakens a Marine’s combat 
focus leaving him ill-prepared for the dangerous tasks at hand.  
Furthermore, the limits of technological superiority and safety 
engineering are nowhere more apparent than in the mountains of 
Afghanistan where illiterate, Taliban insurgents toting Mujahedeen 
era AK-47’s and explosives consisting of homemade ammonium 
nitrate can frequently in ict casualties on the world’s most highly-
trained force equipped with advanced equipment and armor.
 Though a good battlefield commander understands that 
sometimes the “chips fall as they may” in favor of the enemy, 
he more importantly recognizes the dangerous, poisonous, and 
potentially deadly consequences of complacency.  Visit any patrol 
base in southern Afghanistan and you will see signs that affirm, 
“Make Yourself Hard to Kill”, “Complacency Kills” and perhaps most 
profoundly, “Someone out there wants to kill you, are you going to 
give him the chance?”  Psychologist, former Green Beret and West 
Point graduate Lieutenant Colonel Dave Grossman recognizes the 
dangers of complacency in his exceptional book, “On Combat.”  
The text strives to optimize the psychological and physiological 
readiness of our nation’s first responders to include: soldiers, law 
enforcement officers, and firefighters.  LTCOL Grossman examines 
key issues such as training, stress inoculation and decision making 
but conscientiously neglects the concept of safety.  This is likely 
attributed to the fact that Grossman’s life experiences as an Army 
officer and research findings as a psychologist fail to substantiate 
that a ‘spirit of safety’ yields desirable results on the battlefield, 
in domestic hostage situations, or on the fireground.  Grossman 
includes a series of anecdotes highlighting ‘complacency as 
an enemy’ and comments that ‘warriorhood is infectious and 
communicable,’ later adding, ‘train half for yourself and half for your 
(brother) p. 179 .’ 
praCTiCaL meThods To  
ComBaTing CompLaCenCy 
 There are several proven methods that a good commander 
employs to combat complacency on the battlefield.  These 
methods have a great deal of application to the fire service and 
include: conducting realistic training, ensuring rigorous physical 
conditioning, fostering attention to detail and managing the element 
of time on the battlefield and fireground.  These methods will be 
explored in greater detail in upcoming issues.   

Sources:
Flood, Joe (2010).  “The Fires.” Riverhead Books: New York, New York.  
Grossman, Dave (2007). “On Combat.” PPCT Research Publications: United States.
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NEW! 
URBAN 
ESSENTIALS
HANDS-ON-TRAINING 
EVOLUTION 

The urban firefighter faces many unique challenges on the fireground. Learn to  
recognize and effectively handle urban life threats such as wind-driven fires in  
high-rise buildings, C side commercial forcible entry, ventilating both at and steeply 
pitched roofs, and defeating board-up systems. Join an outstanding group of urban 
firefighter instructors for a day of instruction and mentoring. This class will help you 
develop and refine a broad range of urban firefighter skill sets and gain great ideas for 
hands-on props to share with your department.

INSTRUCTORS
Ray McCormack, FDNY

Erich Roden, Milwaukee Fire Department
Rex Morris, FDNY

Pat Nichols, Boston Fire Department
John Ceriello, FDNY
Jim Sandas, FDNY

Paul Nigro, FDNY
David Rickert, Milwaukee Fire Department

Jason Brezler, FDNY
Gabriel Angemi, Camden Fire Department

Tom Cosgrove, FDNY
Steve Florian, Detroit Fire Department
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 Proper technique, knowledge of door construction and locks 
are required to force heavy steel doors that are highly secured. 
There are several ways to force these doors: conventional (axe 
and halligan), through the lock and power tools. The proper method 
to use is based on the nature of the call. In a fire situation, when 
you have to get in fast, conventional forcible-entry using the axe 
and halligan – referred to as the “Irons” – is the quickest and most 
reliable method.

 It is also important to keep the halligan properly “dressed.” This 
means keeping the tool clean with the Pike pointed – and the Adz 
and Fork ends filed-down to a thin, sharp bevel with a blunted edge 
(Figures 1 and 2).

Pro er echni e

Adz end of halligan “dressed”.  
(clean and filed down to the proper edge)

Fork end of halligan filed to a thin, sharp 
bevel with a blunted edge. (dressed)
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he ize
 When sizing up a door, take note of the construction: Is it 
wood, steel, glass, etc.; where and how it is secured: locks, bars, 
slide bolts, etc. – and determine which way the door swings: 
inward or outward. A quick way to check for this is to look or feel, 
depending on visibility, for exposed hinges; also check that the 
door and frame are ush. These features would indicate a door 
that swings toward you (outward).

 Doors that swing toward you can be very tight, especially 
when found on the exterior of a building.  Most steel doors have 
a seam that is on the interior-edge of the door that runs the entire 
length. (Figure 3) A common problem with this feature is that the 
tool gets caught in this seam and gets buried in the skin of the 
door.  If this happens, you will end up ‘peeling’ the door apart 
while the inside-edge remains secured (Figure 4). 

ig re 

ig re 

Most metal doors have this seam on the 
inside edge of the door.

Adz end of halligan caught inside the skin 
of the door. If this happens you may have to 
move the tool to a new location on the door 
and start again.
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he echni e

 Start the tool about six inches from the center of the lock:  If you 
go too close, you may hit the lock or it may be too tight to set the tool; 
Going any further away could cause the door to bend and crush but 
the lock will not break.  
Here are the three steps to forcing a door that swings toward you with 
the “Irons:”

a
A space is made between the door and the frame to allow the tool to 
enter:  Drive the fork or adz end of the halligan between the door and 
the frame until the tool hits the doorstop; Push the tool away from the 
door to spread and crush the inside-edge which will allow for easy 
entry of the Adz end (Figure 5). At this time, verify that you haven’t 
gotten caught in the ‘skin’ of the door.
 On tight fitting doors: use the fork end – bevel to frame – to gap the 
door. The fork end is easier to line up in the proper position and is less 
likely to catch the inside-seam of the metal door (Figure 6).
You can add a notch on to your adz end, equal to the thickness of a 
door, to act as a depth-gauge to let you know when your tool is in place 
at the doorstop. This will help avoid driving the adz into the doorstop 
and binding up the tool (Figure 7).
If your fork or adz is too fat or dull to fit between the door and frame, 
place the blade of the axe in between the door and frame and drive it 
in with a halligan. This will open up the seam and allow room for your 
halligan (Figures 8 and 9).

ig re Add notch to adz end as a depth gauge to help avoid 
driving tool into the doorstop and binding up the tool.
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ig re ig re 

ig re 

ig re 

Fork end of halligan (bevel 
to frame) is in place at the 
doorstop. Push the tool 
away from the door to 
crush the inside edge and 
create a Gap. Make sure 
tool is not caught in the 
skin of the door.

On tight doors the fork end 
(bevel to frame) is easier 
to line up in the seam and 
is less likely to get caught 
in the skin of the door.

Adz end is to fat. If struck 
with the axe the adz will 
dimple the edge of the 
door but will not set into 
the seam. Use the fork 
end if it is “dressed” or the 
blade of the axe.

If fork and adz are to fat 
or dull use the blade of 
the axe to spread open 
the seam to allow room 

for the halligan.
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Drive your adz end into the gap up to the doorstop:  Work your 
tool up and down to crush the door edge and spread the door 
away from the frame. (Figure 10)  Pull the fork end of the halligan 
away from the door as the tool is being driven in.  This will allow 
the adz to go around the inside-edge of the door.   Bury the 
tool up to the neck of the halligan (Figures 11 and 12):  This is 
especially important if the door is inset in a framed or masonry 
wall. If the wall is to close to the frame, and will keep your tool 
from pivoting a full 90 degrees, you will lose leverage and may 
not be able to force the door. If this happens, break out a piece 
of block or wall to allow for maximum range and leverage (Figure 
13).

orce 

Pull hard on the tool until door is forced. If using two people, 
work together and pull using a rocking motion until the door is 
forced (Figures 14 and 15).
With these techniques and a properly dressed halligan, heavy 
steel doors secured with multiple locks, bars, slide bolts, and 
other mechanisms can be forced rapidly. 

ig re 

ig re 

ig re 

Work tool up and down to crush the door edge and 
spread the door away from the frame.

Inside view of adz end being set 
around the inside edge of the door.

Door is inset in a masonry wall. Break 
out the block with a tool to allow for 
maximum range and leverage.
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ig re 

ig re 

Bury tool up to the neck of the halligan.

Inside view of door with a Lori lock 
being forced. A Lori lock is a single 
horizontal bar rim lock that slides into 
the frame of the door on both sides. It 
is similar to a Fox lock.

Two firefighters forcing the door. 
Work together using a rocking motion 

until the door is forced.
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 Detroit is an iconic city. Go anywhere in the world, say “Detroit,” and 
it strikes a set of images – Motown, Hockeytown, Chrysler, Ford, General 
Motors, Eminem, 8 Mile ... Also crime, foreclosures, poverty, white ight, 
race ... and fire.
 But these are mere snapshots, glimpses into a deeper, more complex 
and broken panorama.
 Once the proud center of the American industrial machine, Detroit is 
now an omen, a ghost of America’s future. No one understands this bet-
ter than the people literally putting out the fires, battling every day in an 
uncertain war.
 BURN is a feature film documentary about Detroit, told through the 
eyes of Detroit firefighters, the men and women on the front lines charged 
with the thankless task of saving a city that many have written off as dead.
 Engine Company 50 is one of the oldest, proudest firehouses in the 
city. Located at Gratiot and Houston Whittier, on Detroit’s blighted east 
side, it’s one of the busiest firehouses in the United States.
 Every day, these firefighters face injury, disablement, chronic illness, 
death. They’re using outdated equipment and working for a meager wage.
 To say the city’s in trouble is an understatement – record foreclosures, 
unemployment, and a failing auto industry have made it ground zero of 

the foundering American economy. But there’s still life here ... even if 
some argue it’s not worth saving.
 The skeleton fire crews left in this crumbling American city don’t deny 
that it’s sick, but they can’t view it as terminal, either.
 The media has swarmed on the city, sensationalizing its decay. But, 
until now, no one has properly explored the city and its people with the 
depth and detail they deserve.
 BURN will follow the firefighters of E50 and a rich tapestry of other 
Detroit stories – the educators, the reformers, the activists, the develop-
ers, the city officials. By following the lives of the firefighters at E50, and 
the Detroiters around them, we explore human struggles and personal 
courage in the face of overwhelming odds.

This is an American story.

It needs to be told.

T  I



This story can’t be told without 
support from you!

Click to see how you can help.
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 If you are wondering who the photographer is who always 
seems to be let into any fire scene in ueens and Brooklyn, 
that’s Lou – Lou Minutoli. Lou Minutoli has a fire photography 
site, First On-Scene Photos (firstonscenephotos.com) and 
loves to get fires in and around New York City onto this site 
as often and readily as possible. Lou isn’t just let into fire 
scenes based on his doctrine of: being polite; not getting 
in the way; and knowing his place on the fireground as a 
photographer. Perhaps it is also because he spent a ton of 
time on the other side of the camera as a FDNY firefighter. If 
you have seen any of Lou’s photos, you can tell his time in 
the FDNY has in uenced his photography. I asked Lou about 
his time in the FDNY, why he started taking photos, and who 
he has helping him with depicting the FDNY and surrounding 
fire departments doing what they do best.
 Lou told me his time in the FDNY was the most rewarding 
time of his life. He began his career thinking he had a hook 
to get to Engine 277 in Brooklyn out of “Probie School” and 
instead heard them announce: “Engine 273.” He figured the 
numbers were close enough and that he was set regardless. 
Little did he know: Engine 273 was actually located in 

ueens. In any case, Lou said it turned out to be a great 
place to work: Flushing, ueens, at the time, was in the midst 
of a cultural-change and the area was taking in some good 
fire duty. The eclectic assortments of buildings were mostly 
occupied and included Shea Stadium. Lou spent eight years 
in Engine 273 before moving across the oor to Ladder 129, 
where he spent the remainder of his career. 
 His most memorable tour in the FDNY was actually a 
detail to Rescue 4, also in ueens. He responded to four 
fires after midnight – with one consuming an entire block that 
began in a Synagogue. In discussing this fire, Lou states, 
“When we arrived at the scene, I was paired with a long-time 
Rescue member – and we made our way to the huge front 
doors of the original fire building. The officer told us to grab a 
two and a half-inch hoseline and that we were going inside. 
I looked at him; he looked at me and wondered what the 
heck this guy was talking about.  Flames were shooting out 
from under the door and the entire building was engulfed in 
fire. The officer pulled the doors open with a hook and all we 
saw as a wall of ame. We attempted to make a push, but 
luckily, a chief officer came along and chased us out. Thank 
goodness!”
 Lou doesn’t have time to relay stories about the characters 
he worked with, but one subtle, yet humorous one comes to 
mind: “One of the funnier ones was a senior engine member 
who wore a toupee: I wasn’t aware of it at first, but on the way 
to my first job, I saw him take off his ‘rug,’ whip-out a zip-lock 
bag and carefully place his hair in the bag.” Lou couldn’t help 
but utter a probie’s chuckle under the collar of his bunker-
coat.
 Lou has been taking pictures his entire life: he became 
interested in photography as a teenager and had a small 
dark-room where he developed his original photos. The time 
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commitment of a career with the FDNY did bode well with 
his photography hobby until he became a ladder company 
chauffeur: He carried a small camera and occasionally had 
a few moments to ‘snap-off’ a few photos when he pulled up 
to a job. The rest has become history
 First On-Scene Photos is about the men and women who 
arrive first; it does not imply to when Lou arrives. Lou loves 
fire photos – everybody does – but he is more concerned 
with the people in the photos themselves. Lou’s website 
concentrates on the people at work: “No one will admit they 
want their picture taken,” Lou says. “But the website is proof 
that they do!” Lou tries to tell a story with each photo gallery; 
He doesn’t care for multiple photos of the same thing. His 
website has enjoyed views topping one million in a single 
month and he has added several photographers due to 
coverage he wants to provide.
 Lou’s favorite photos to get are those of the dirty, snotty 
‘truckee’ or ‘engineman’ coming out of the fire building after a 
tough fire. The photos he will always remember are the ones 
he took of the Eastern Airlines crash at John F. Kennedy 
Airport in 1975. He states: “I wasn’t even on the job yet, but 
found myself close to the scene after the crash – and I took 
some unbelievable photos. Over one hundred people were 
killed along Rockaway Boulevard in ueens and the visions 
of that day are hard to forget.”
 First On-Scene Photos currently has four photographers 
serving in different capacities: Joseph Epstein – a well-
respected Brooklyn dispatcher – and his son, Allen, cover all 
parts of New York City. Lou’s oldest-son, Mike, contributes 
from time-to-time but has just left the City for Long Island. 
Brian Minutoli, Lou’s younger son and also a Lieutenant in 
Engine 20 with the Baltimore City Fire Department, provides 
First On-Scene Photos with photos from the busy Baltimore 
area. Lou has also recently brought on a photographer who 
is new to fire service photography: Randy Mitchell. Randy 
is photojournalism student and also contributes to Urban 
Firefighter Magazine regularly as well.
 Lou tells his guys that certain things are very important 
to him: Be polite, don’t get in the way, know your place and 
don’t bring any discredit to themselves or First On-Scene 
Photos; as the firefighters and other first responders get 
to know them, the more respect and access they will get. 
Lou has made it a point to avoid publishing any insensitive, 
embarrassing or negative photos of first responders. “You 
will rarely see accidents involving emergency apparatus or 
injured personnel,” Lou says. “I don’t think they have a place 
on our site – especially with young family members viewing 
many of our photos. 
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 The importance of the interior stairs during firefighting operations 
transcends code-compliance and construction materials - and 
even their design. The interior stairs becomes the primary means 
of egress for occupants and firefighters alike – and the preferred 
path for fire and firefighters to ascend towards upper oors. Fire has 
always preferred taking the path of least resistance when spreading 
to uninvolved areas of a burning structure and the interior staircase 
becomes a willing travel partner. Firefighters themselves prefer the 
easiest path as well and when fire involves lower oors, the race is on 
for control of the interior stairs. This becomes the principle concern 
for the engine company and a major concern for the truck: Owning 
the interior stairs allows us the ability to conduct our interior business 
as we please. This runs the gamut from victim removal – including 
those removed during rapid intervention operations – to post-control 
operations such as salvage and overhaul. 
 Interior stairs take many different and aesthetically pleasing 
design forms based upon the layout and occupancy of a building: 
the most familiar being those types found in Type-3 (Ordinary) or 
Type-5 (Wood Frame) buildings. These stairs are usually of the 
return or straight-run type and may be constructed of varying metals 
or woods. Despite the construction and design standards used to 
create the stairs in question, the most important aspect becomes 
those who intend to use these stairs during a fire. Although this 
aspect is rhetorical, consideration of the collective stairway’s 
travelers’ intentions becomes the focus of this article: the hazards to 

descending or trapped occupants, the engine and truck company’s 
positioning and the ability to conduct post-control operations 
requires that everyone on the fireground understand the importance 
of “holding the stairs.”
 Interior stairs in Type-3 and Type-5 buildings are usually open-
interior staircases. This allows fire to travel uninhibited to upper oors 
and bedrooms trapping unprotected occupants. Occupants rely on 
the interior stairs for virtually every facet of their habitation within the 
building. Whether entering or exiting, or retiring for the evening, the 
interior stairs henceforth become referred to as the “primary means 
of egress” during a fire. Heavy smoke and fire prohibits occupants 
from self-evacuating, thereby requiring our intervention – regardless 
of which type of fire-company we are responding to the fire on for the 
tour. 
 The engine company’s primary placement for the first hoseline 
must be the interior stairs. Upon arrival of the first-due engine 
company, the engine officer should conduct a size-up of the fire and 
stair’s location in relation to each other; the balance of the nozzle 
team should also be considering the operation of the nozzle based 
upon the officer’s size-up. The engine officer shall ensure that the 
nozzle team protects the stairs at all costs if the fire involves lower 
oors with occupied areas above. The nozzle firefighter shall operate 

the nozzle and place water between the fire and occupied areas – or 
the most severely exposed areas above – for two very important 
reasons: the ability to extinguish extending fire from lower oors and 
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protection of the firefighters conducting searches above.
 The survivability of the occupants and the upper levels of the 
structure require that water is placed on the fire as quickly as 
possible. Basic hoseline operations notwithstanding, the nozzle 
firefighter must protect the stairwell in order to ensure the advance 
of the first hoseline and those going above to conduct a primary 
search safely. The engine officer shall determine the ability, based 
on fire conditions, of the first hoseline to ensure the stairs remain 
viable for the entire incident. The second-due engine company will 
depend on the first hoseline’s protection of the stairs in order to 
safely proceed above the fire oor to extinguish any extension of 
fire. The second line also takes the same interior stairs to protect 
the first hoseline’s position and becomes a contingency should 
burst-lengths, loss of water, etc. occur. More often that not, truck 
and rescue companies are usually tasked with conducting primary 
searches above the fire oor, and their safety and success are in 
the hands of the engine company and a viable staircase. Truck and 
rescue company firefighters going to the oor above – like trapped 
occupants themselves – are extremely susceptible to extending 
fire traveling upwards via the interior stairs. Those firefighters going 
to the oor above must communicate with the first-due engine 
company to ensure said staircase will be controlled if the second 
hoseline is not yet stretched and charged. 
 Firefighters operating on the oor above should be ever-
mindful of their orientation within the fire building – particularly 
when operating near open-interior staircases. They should make 

every attempt to determine the progress of the first hoseline, as 
well as any communication regarding loss of water, burst lengths, 
loss of the stairs, improper (uncoordinated) ventilation, etc. These 
communications will require that a secondary means of egress be 
located or placed – and considered by those operating above. If 
a problem is encountered, never hesitate to transmit an ‘urgent’ 
message so everyone on the fireground can account for their 
position - and to be sure that they still have the ability to continue 
operating in their assigned area(s) of responsibility. 
 There are many odds and ends involving interior stairs and 
operating adjacent to their location. For instance: if the stairs are 
burned away, a “Collyer’s Mansion” condition exists, or obstructions 
prohibit safe ascent to the oor(s) above, consider utilizing a 
ground ladder to traverse these conditions. Always err on the side 
of caution, particularly if there is any chance of fire extending to the 
oor above. What’s more, a known life-hazard in an involved area 

distant from the interior stairs is perhaps the only instance when the 
first hoseline may deviate from its placement at the interior stairs. 
This must be communicated quickly to everyone on the fireground 
and may require holding searching companies on the lower oors 
until the second hoseline is placed into operation. If the interior 
stairs is to ever be used to go above unprotected, secondary 
means of egress such as ground and aerial ladders must be placed 
as soon as possible in the event that a rapid egress must take 
place. If there is any delay in getting this equipment placed, then it 
may be better to await a hoseline in order to “hold the stairs.”  
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 VPS windows come in different styles depending on the 
anchoring system.  The two most common types of these 
windows are the utility and perforated models, and can either 
be installed vertically or horizontally, depending on the on the 
size of the opening.  The VPS perforated windows can be 
installed by a system of cables or rods secured to the face of 
the window and attached to a uni-strut, a metal bracing device 
attached to the inside of the building.  A steel cable is strung 
through the top of the VPS, through the uni-strut and attached 
to a tightening mechanism. It is restrained by either a cable or 
threaded bolts. 
 Other VPS windows are installed using a crossbar attached 
to the window with a spring-loaded side pin.  This crossbar is 
attached to the uni-strut, which is then attached to the inside of 
the building. It is also restrained by either a cable or threaded 
bolts. VPS windows are installed by using steel channels, 
which are fitted at the top and the bottom of the window 
opening. On both the top and bottom of the window, a steel 
bar is attached to the window covering with pins. The pins are 
attached to the bar and inserted into the slits on the side of the 
window covering.
 There’s a handful of basic firefighting tools required to gain 
entry in situations involving VPS windows, including a saw with 
a 14 inch metal-cutting blade, a Halligan tool, a at-head axe 
and either ground ladders or a platform ladder tower ladder to 
work from on upper oors. If you’re first on the scene, inform 
the incident commander so the chief can  gather the needed 
resources and develop an attack plan for buildings protected 
with VPS. 
 After that, there are a number of steps a firefighter must take 
before getting through a VPS window. Primarily, a firefighter 
must determine where the VPS unit is attached to the frame.  
These points are usually visible on the face of the VPS 
window.  These attachment devices can either be metal tabs, 
metal rivet fasteners or threaded anchors.  These attachment 
points will indicate the use of cables or rods which connect the 
VPS window to the uni-strut which is attached on the inside of 
the building.  The number of attachment points will indicate the 
number of cables and rods used to secure the VPS window.  
Usually there are 4 attachment points  two at the top and two 
at the bottom.

 METAL TAB 
 METAL RIVET   
 THREADED ANCHOR

 If firefighters are operating at night or operating with poor 
visibility, determining the location of and type of attachments 
points can be difficult.  The best thing for a firefighter to do is 
locate the spring-loaded pins, which can be found on the sides 
and bottom of the VPS window.  
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EXTERIOR REMOVAL OF WINDOW GATES: 
 After locating the pins, there’s a number of ways a firefighter can gain 
entry through the VPS windows.  The first method is locating the bars 
on the top and bottom of the window.  They are usually located on the 
outside of the system.  Starting with the bottom bar, use a metal-cutting 
saw with aluminum oxide blade to cut the bar approximately 6 inches 
from the edge of the window. Repeat the process on the top bar of the 
VPS window, using a ground ladder for stability if needed. A third cut may 
be required at the opposite side of the window bar. Don’t attempt to cut 
the VPS down the middle; if a firefighter attempts to cut the crossbar in 
the center, it will cause the crossbar to bind on itself.
 Remember, when using a metal-cutting saw, always take proper 
safety precautions. Wear proper protective equipment including eye 
protection, and if you’re  operating a powered saw from a ground ladder, 
make sure the ladder is angled properly and you do not over extend your 
reach. Never allow a firefighter to be positioned directly under the window 
system. With this three-cut method, the window gate will dangle rather 
than drop, but once the top cut is complete, the window system may fall 
with little warning.  These window gates can weigh up to 75 lbs. and can 
easily hurt anyone below it.                                                 
 Another way of entering through a VPS window involved using the 
metal-cutting aluminum oxide blade saw to cut the anchor points free.  
Starting with the lower anchor point, place the saw at a 90 degree cutting 
angle and cut completely through the fastener. Once the cut is complete 
it will free the VPS window. Remember, start at the bottom and work your 
way to the top, otherwise the window could fall. 
 Another method of removing a VPS window secured with spring-
loaded side pins from the exterior is by using a rabbit tool (also known 
as a Hydra-Ram).  Place the solid part of the tool against the building 
allowing its jaws to be positioned slightly above or below the spring-
loaded pins on the side.  If the VPS window has pins located on the 
top and bottom, place the device to either side of the pin.  Pump the 
device until the VPS window is released from the crossbar.  Once this is 
complete, proceed to the next crossbar and repeat. A Halligan tool may 
be needed as well.
 Another method of gaining entrance through a VPS window deals with 
the perforated window gate, which has either metal rivets or threaded 
anchor. Using the pike end of a Halligan tool, punch a hole which is 
in close proximity to either the metal rivet or threaded anchor.  Do not 
strike the pike end directly on the attachment point.  Punch the pike end 
through the window gate, making a hole just large enough for the anchor 
head to pull through and release the VPS window.
 A firefighter can also strike the pike end of the Halligan tool directly 
on the side pin. Using either a at head axe or maul against the Halligan 
tool, drive the side pin through the hole.  If that doesn’t work, try to drive 
the pin from the opposite side of the window gate. 
 Another way of gaining entrance involves wedging the adze end of 
the Halligan between the window gate and the building, either above or 
below the crossbar pin.  Prying the window gate away from the building 
should free the crossbar pin. You can also repeat the same action to 
free the top crossbar pin.  Once the top is complete, the window gate 
will open like a door using the two opposite crossbar pins as hinges.  
However, this method is very time consuming and tiring, so it shouldn’t 
be a primary choice.
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INTERIOR REMOVAL OF WINDOW GATES
 Just like exterior removal of the VPS windows, there’s a number of 
ways to take the window down from the inside. Either a Halligan tool or 
a at head axe can be used to strike the metal hanger bars in the middle 
several times. That will cause them to move and release the windows.  
Once this is done, the entire channel can be turned sideways and the 
VPS cover removed.  A firefighter must have a firm grasp of the window, 
and, if possible, more than one firefighter should help remove the cover 
by pulling it into the building instead of allowing it to fall outside which 
could cause possible injury to those on the exterior of the building. When 
removing this device, remember that the cables used to secure the VPS 
are under tension.   It may be easier to pull the device as opposed to 
cutting the cables, which may cause them to snap and injure a firefighter.
 Another method of removing the window system involves attacking 
the cable tension system.  The cable tension system may be attached 
either by a threaded fastener or metal rivet. Always start with the lowest 
one first. Place the adze end of the Halligan behind the cable-tensioning 
device and pry it away from the bar.  Next, take out the adjoining side the 
same way.  Once that’s complete, slide the crossbar up and out of the 
way.
 There are several types of vacant property protection systems on the 
market, and there’s various techniques of gaining entry into a building 
that works on one system, but may not work on another.  Remember 
to take into consideration that these systems may prolong vent, entry 
and search operations during a working fire. When performing outside 
activities or performing building inspections, companies should take time 
to plan fire tactics pertaining to these buildings and unique problems they 
present. By having a planned strategy, firefighters can ensure that they 
will not be caught short.
 If your fire department has a Critical Information Dispatching System 
(CIDS) or computerized pre-plans, make sure you mention the structure 
has VPS windows, and that  will warn arriving units of the upcoming 
obstacles.  It’s also a good idea to hold drills to familiarize units that may 
not be familiar with these systems.
 By being prepared, we can prevent and minimize injury to our 
firefighters and gain entry more effectively. 
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 After running the saw to the correct operating temperature, we must now 
continue our equipment check to assure the saw is ready to be placed back on 
the apparatus for emergency use:

 Assure that the fuel tank is full, but not over full.  Some machines are designed 
to be laid on their sides to fuel, while others are to be left upright.  If you have 
a machine that is designed to be filled upright (slanted-fuel inlet), do not tilt the 
saw over to squeeze an extra ounce of fuel into the tank.  Those saws require a 
small space at the top of the tank to allow for vapor expansion as the saw – and 
tank – is heated through use.  Over-filling a machine can lead to failure of the 
tank or cap while in operation.  Always fill up the machine as per Manufacturers 
Specifications.

 If composite blades are in use – aluminum oxide for steel or silicone carbide 
for concrete – assure that the blade is NEW:  In the construction industry, in 
training or at an emergency scene, we will use a blade until completely worn 
down;  However, when your saw is on the apparatus for emergency use, the 
blade should always start NEW.  If only one cut is made at a minor incident – 
cutting a padlock or chain-link fence – the blade should be removed from the 
saw and placed in a box for training use.  There is no way to tell how “used” 
a composite blade is:  one slight imperfection or fiber tear, not visible on the 
exterior, can cause a catastrophic blade failure, which can cause injury to 
firefighters or a dangerous equipment failure when the saw is needed.
 If a multi-purpose diamond blade is in use, assure that the teeth are intact:  
Inspect the blade for any cracks, warps or imperfections.  Also inspect any 
welded segments that attach the teeth to the blade.  When in doubt, remove the 
blade from service.  If a carbide-tipped blade is in use: assure that the carbide 
teeth are present and the blade is free of roofing-tar.  Once again, this blade 
must be checked for warping or imperfections. 

 Visually inspect the saw for housing-cracks and loose handles.  Additionally, 
check for uid leaks – and assure that the machine is free of tar, dust and 
any other debris that may negatively affect the operation and use of the saw. 
Remember: a well running and well-kept machine effects your operation and 
appearance. Have pride in your equipment.

 When satisfied with your equipment check, place the machine on the 
apparatus in the “ready position”.  The ready position indicates that the saw can 
be taken from the rig at an emergency scene, and put into operation immediately 
with minimal effort.  When placing the saw on the apparatus, assure that the on
off switch is in the “On-Position;” the choke is “On;” the throttle locked “On;” and 
the decompression button “engaged”.  With the above steps already completed 
upon arrival, there is less of a chance of missing a start-up step at an emergency 
scene.  Missing a step may delay getting the machine in operation, or if a step 
is done in the wrong order, the saw may become “ ooded”, and rendered out of 
service for the incident.  There is a very common misconception that if a choke 
is left “On” or the throttle-lock “Locked-On”, that a saw will ood while on the 
apparatus.  This is another false statement as no fuel movement occurs in these 
saws until the starter cord is pulled.
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 When placing a blade into service on a cut-of saw: assure the blade is properly 
matched to the machine.  All machines have a label that contains the arbor size, 
RPM rating and the maximum blade diameter for the machine.  It is imperative that 
this information is clearly marked – and easily referenced when changing blades.  
Placing an incorrect blade on a power saw can be dangerous to the user and 
detrimental to the machine and the operation.

 
 If a saw is rated for 5,500rpm, and a 4,000rpm blade is mistakenly placed on the 
saw: as the blade is throttled past 4,000rpm, the blade will begin to violently shake, 
and eventually come apart.  When a blade comes apart, it will throw aluminum oxide 
fragments similar to a hand grenade.  Those fragments will penetrate bunker gear! 

 
 If a saw has a 7 8” arbor, and a blade with a 1” arbor is placed on the saw, a similar 
outcome will unfold: The blade with the 1” arbor will fit, but the arbor will not be snug 
on the shaft.  When the saw is used, the blade will deteriorate from the arbor out, and 
will sometimes fail catastrophically. 
 Always use blades with matching arbor size, and RPM ratings that meet 
or exceed your saws specifications.  Some saws accept blades from 12”-
16.” Check the manual or reference plate for the correct specifications. 

 In the recent past there have been several changes in fuel and how the saws run 
it:  One major and very common problem is using old or expired fuel.  Conduct your 
own fuel test: Place a glass jar with fresh gasoline on a shelf for three months.  After 
three months, return with a second jar of fresh gasoline for a quick comparison.  You 
will notice that the older gasoline will be darker in color and smell different.  This is 
what happens INSIDE your fuel tanks.
 Gasoline degrades:  After three to six months, today’s untreated gasoline can 
cause machines to run rough or not run at all.  By simply adding a fuel-stabilizer, 
you can slow the degrading process, which will keep fuel fresh for over six months.  
However, even if fuel-stabilizer is used, Brotherhood Instructors, LLC’s instructors 
recommend changing out the fuel in your machines and your refill cans every six 
months.  Whenever a new batch of fuel is mixed: write the date on the can or place 
a tag on the can so you know how long the fuel has been in operation.  When it 
expires, USE IT FOR TRAINING!
 Another common problem is multiple mixed fuel cans on the apparatus:  Not all 
machines run on the same fuel mixture.  You may have a chain saw, a cut-off saw 
and a ventilation saw – but each may require a different fuel mixture (50:1, 40:1 or 
32:1).  With that set-up, there may be up to three different cans for as many saws.
 Scenario: While operating at an emergency incident, a cut-off power saw needs 
to be refueled.  You ask a member to bring the fuel for the cut-off saw; however, the 
wrong fuel can is brought accidentally.  We all make mistakes, and this is certainly 
a realistic possibility.  If you do not notice, and the wrong fuel is placed into the 
machine, you risk damaging the cut-off saw by running it with improper fuel.
 This is a scenario that we cannot afford on an emergency incident.  An easy fix 
to this problem is to utilize a universal fuel mix.  There are many brands available 
commercially, and typically they are sold in a pre-measured container.  For example: 
one packet or bottle will be added to a specified amount – usually 1 gallon of gasoline.  
This mix will now run all ratios of air-cooled, two-cycle engines.  These universal 
mixes were derived from landscapers who may own and use five or six different air-
cooled, two-cycle machines on one truck.  To avoid carrying five or six various cans 
and fuel mixes, the universal mix was developed and is used extensively in their 
industry.  
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video 1

video 2

video 3

The use of a saw tree. Demonstrating  the  
movement of vertical cuts to horozontal 
cuts while the saw is running. Diamond 
Blade (shown) requires more pressure. 
These videos demonstrate how to distribute 
the weight of the saw throughout the body 
while keeping the weight off the back and 
shoulders. 
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 When talking to fellow firefighters, it seems like everyone is well 
aware of hose rollers, but very few, if any, utilize them as part of a 
rope stretch. 
 The hose roller is often viewed as a relic from the past. In 
actuality, it is a critical component of an efficient rope stretch. Most 
firefighters I know, whether urban, suburban or rural have been to 
a fire in a three-story apartment – or commercial – where a rope 
stretch was either considered or used.
 So why do so many departments leave their hose roller on the 
apparatus when it comes time to perform a rope stretch? Even 
if your response to fires in multi- oor apartment buildings is 
somewhat common, the hose roller will often be overlooked.
 In urban areas, a building’s construction style often lends itself 
to the use of the hose roller and rope stretch. Typical pre-World 
War II (WWII) corridor-style apartment buildings often have a front 
and rear return-style staircase joined by a common hall with the 
“half landing” window facing the street. This street-facing window 
can be found in various types of courtyard apartment buildings, 
such as H-type building and large rectangle apartment building 
facing on several streets. 
  Fires on the upper oors of these types of buildings are tailor-
made for hose roller rope stretches: The “half landing” stairway 
platform usually puts you just below the smoke conditions of the 
fire oor. For instance: a fire on the fourth oor, you are on the third 
and a half- oor landing. With the first line pulled up the staircase 
to the fire oor, egress is protected for those leaving the fire oor 
and above. These staircases are often within a few feet of the front 
door, so no special considerations are needed when stretching 
(line placement is the same, leading to the front door). The hose 
required for the stretch can be laid-out below the target window for 
a rapid ascent via the hose roller and rope. 
 This type of stretch not only requires less line – as one length 
of hose can cover the vertical height of four oors – it requires less 

manpower to deploy than advancing the line up the staircase. How 
many corners are avoided on a third, fourth or fifth- oor stretch 
when not stretching the staircase?
 If the front windows on the staircase line up with the hallway, 
a “straight-shot” corridor is created down the hallway – so all 
members pulling line are pulling in a straight line and not fighting 
corners. The hose roller makes pulling the hose line over the 
windowsill edge a breeze; multiple lines can also be deployed via 
the same hose roller.
 There are other ways to use a hose roller and rope stretch, as 
well: If conditions allow: the door to the fire apartment is controlled 
– and you are a long distance from the stairs – you can enter an 
adjoining apartment and rope stretch using one of its windows out 
into the hall and into the fire apartment. Top oor stretches into 
adjoining spaces must be on the lookout for common void-spaces 
which can allow fire to travel above you without your knowledge. 
This is why it is vital that command be informed of this type of 
stretch. You can use the oor below the apartment closest to the 
staircase – that also faces your apparatus – and stretch through 
that unit, to the staircase and up to the fire oor, avoiding several 
ights of stairs and turns.

 Considerations have to be made based on the building 
construction in your specific area: Response areas with post-WWII 
and newer apartment buildings may have to utilize an apartment 
unit that faces a parking lot – and is close to the stairwell – to 
facilitate a hose roller and rope stretch, but can still benefit from 
the straighter shot of advancing the hose up one ight of stairs, as 
opposed to 3 or more ights.
 When stretching with a with a three or four-person engine 
company, one member must physically pull the required line(s) off 
the pumper and place them in front of the building – all while the 
other member(s) enter the building with their hose roller and rope, 
going to the half landing just below the fire oor, or appropriate 
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apartment unit.  Opening or breaking the window; 
putting the hose roller on the windowsill; securing the 
hose roller with its attached rope so it cannot fall out 
of the window and then dropping the rope are other 
options as well.
 In older buildings, there will often be a radiator 
below the window to secure the hose roller to; nearby 
furniture can be used if you’re stretching via an 
occupied apartment unit.  Handrails in staircases can 
be used.  Note that: securing the hose roller does not 
require any advanced knots, since the knot is simply 
to keep the hose roller from getting bumped off the 
windowsill.
 If you lose the hose roller, pulling line over that 
windowsill edge will prove very difficult.  The friction of 
the line against the corner of a windowsill is extremely 
difficult to pull against – and each hose coupling will 
prove even more challenging to get over that corner.    
 Naturally, pulling up an uncharged line is much less 
labor-intensive, but it’s still easier to pull a charged line 
up the side of a building with a hose roller than without. 
 Unless you have ample manpower to manage 
all the corners and your firefighters are disciplined 
enough to stay at those corners, the hose roller and 
rope stretch should prove to be easier and potentially 
faster. Pulling a charged-line up the side of a building 
can prove to be physically challenging. Two firefighters 
can successfully pull that line up and stage as much 
as necessary on the fire oor, where the same two 
firefighters may struggle to manage all the corners 
while performing a standard staircase stretch to the 
third, fourth or fifth oors.  
 Once these firefighters leave the position(s) 
of pulling line (either hose roller or stairwell) and 
additional line is again needed later, two firefighters 
walking to the end of the hallway and pulling more 
line up via the hose roller is faster and less intensive 
than trying to get an additional handline around all the 
corners of the staircase. After the line is pulled through 
the window, remove the rope and drop it back out the 
window so you’re not dragging the line and the rope 
down the hallway. This way, additional lines can be 
brought up if necessary.
 There are some things to keep in mind when using 
this stretch: Be aware of fire traveling overhead in 
common cockloft or attic spaces, especially when 
operating on the top oor. Naturally, pulling and 
staging dry-line on the fire oor is much easier than 
pulling a charged hose line up, but be aware of the 
fire’s intensity, growth and direction it’s traveling.  
 The amount of line to pull goes back to estimating 
hose line stretches.  There are no steadfast rules to 
this, but your basic size-up should help you gauge the 
amount of line needed.  If you have an approximately 

one-hundred foot long apartment building, then you 
would probably want to pull two lengths up to make the 
hallway, as well as a third length for the fire apartment.  
Additional line is always better than not enough!
 If conditions change and you have to follow the 
line out of the building, remember where the line will 
bring you: either to the staircase, which will help your 
retreat, or the apartment unit you stretched from, 
which may not help your retreat. Do not follow the line 
out the window; make a mental note of where this line 
will take you, and whether it will help or hinder your 
escape attempt.
 When we stretch from the side of the building the 
apparatus is on, placing a ladder to the window that the 
hose line was taken in through would give firefighters 
a safe retreat. When deploying your rope, make 
sure you have the other end secured and controlled 
so you don’t end up dropping your entire rope out of 
the window. Sometimes, in the heat of excitement, 
someone offers to help you, and you can end up losing 
your entire rope out the window. I know first-hand!
 Our rope is stored in a “ball” of sorts and I tie one 
end of my rope to my rope bag, so I can stand on the 
empty rope bag, and then just throw the ball of rope 
out the window.  The ball of rope plays out nicely; I 
have never had an issue with the rope not playing all 
the way to the ground.  Having the one end of the rope 
tied to the rope bag also saves time trying to find an 
end of the rope.
     Overall, the hose roller rope stretch can facilitate 
getting the hose line in operation much quicker and 
getting to the fire faster. We all know that putting 
the fire out fixes all the problems associated with a 
building fire (trapped victims, trapped firefighters, 
building conditions, etc.). Getting that first line to the 
fourth- oor immediately – as opposed to struggling 
up a staircase with limited manpower – can be the 
difference between a simple one-unit apartment fire – 
Or being on the evening news with a through-the-roof.
 Utilizing a hose roller rope stretch also saves lengths 
of line. Many departments use pre-connected hose 
lines with two-hundred feet of line. A stretched line 
from the street in front of a building may not make an 
upper oor of a deep apartment or commercial when 
using a typical stairway stretch. Size the situation up 
and bring the roller on your next rope stretch. You’ll be 
glad you did! 
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 The American Fire Service is unique in that nearly every department 
has a preferred way of ‘racking’ and deploying attack lines. This 
usually hinges upon the geographical area that the engine company is 
responsible for – and the building construction within those limits. The 
Kentland Volunteer Fire Department, Company 33, in Prince George’s 
County, Maryland is no exception. 
 “Kentland” is in an urban area bordering Washington, D.C., just three 
miles from the District of Columbia Maryland line. Their response area 
includes everything from detached single-family dwellings and three-
story garden style apartment houses to large warehouses and federal 
government instillations. The engine house responds to approximately 
6000 incidents each year – including an average of 100 working structural 
fires.
 Throughout the years, engine company apparatus at Kentland utilized 
the rear step area for carrying supply and attack lines. In the late 1960’s, 
200-foot cross-pulls were added to the compliment of apparatus – and 
were utilized for the contingent of single-family homes that were frequently 
responded to. During the 1970’s, members found that the cross-pull style 
attack lines were frequently becoming stuck under the tires of parked 
vehicles on tight streets – and more times than not, the lines were too 
long for the street-side bungalows in certain neighborhoods.
 In 1979, two individuals on the department’s apparatus committee 
recognized the fore-mentioned problems and decided to engineer a 
change that would mark a significant milestone in Kentland history: The 
cross-pull attack lines were omitted on the newly speced 1980 Seagrave 
pumpers – and two front-bumper mounted trays were engineered.  
The thought behind this change was: to shorten the overall length of 
the apparatus; allow the Engine Company to always stop short of the 
reported address; leaving room for the Truck Company and assure that 
the line could be placed in service as fast as possible. This measure 
would prove to be both efficient and practical in the three decades that 
followed.
 Today the front-bumper attack line is still utilized on nearly all of the 
company’s first-due single-family dwelling fires. Each tray is designed to 
hold 150-feet of 1 ” attack line with a variable combination (straight
fog) nozzle. The first 50-foot section, containing the nozzle or “pipe,” is 
racked by placing the male coupling back over top of the stretched-out 
section, just shy of the female coupling. This section is “doughnut” rolled. 
The next two 50-foot sections are racked in a horseshoe fashion. Both 
horseshoed sections contain an “ear” after the first fold to allow for an 
efficient deployment. Once all three 50-foot sections are properly placed 
into the tray, the sections are then coupled together. Lastly, the remaining 
female coupling is secured to the front discharge outlet. 
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Racking the front-bumper line in this fashion allows for a variety of options:
 The line may be broken down in 50-foot increments if it is being  

 utilized for an auto or rubbish fire.
 One firefighter is capable of deploying the line with ease.
 The doughnut roll horseshoe configuration will “self – ake”   

 once charged, eliminating the chance of losing water and or  
 nozzle pressure.

 Can be fully-deployed in under 30 seconds.
 50-foot nozzle section (doughnut roll) allows the nozzle firefighter  

 to maintain control of a third of the lines total length in his hands,  
 eliminating the chance to stretch-short or lose valuable hoseline.

Deploying the Kentland front-bumper line can be a one-person operation 
and gets easier with the addition of another firefighter. The one-person 
deployment is completed by the nozzle firefighter grabbing the first 50-foot, 
doughnut rolled, section and placing it under his arm. With the opposite arm: 
the nozzle firefighter will put his gloved hand into both horseshoe ears, going 
from the bumper toward the cab of the apparatus. As the nozzle firefighter 
turns around, the line will begin to deploy. As the nozzle firefighter proceeds 
toward the address, each horseshoe ear will pull tight from his hands. This 
will assure that the two 50-foot, horseshoed sections are fully aked-out. At 
the entrance to the address, the nozzle firefighter will release the doughnut-
rolled, 50-foot, section away from the door. Once this is complete, the 
doughnut-rolled, 50-foot, section will be aked-out in-line with the entrance.
Having the assistance of an additional firefighter makes this deployment even 
more efficient. The steps remain the same; however, the back-up firefighter 
is responsible for the deployment of the two 50-foot, horseshoed, sections. 
Benefits of the Kentland front-bumper line:

 Allows the engine company to leave room for the truck company  
 while placing the initial attack line in-service. 

 Easy to rack and allows the Engine Company to be placed back  
 into service quickly.

 Versatile attack line.
 Able to be efficiently deployed in minimum manpower conditions.

Several departments in the Mid-Atlantic portion of the United States 
have adopted the Kentland front-bumper line concept. With this, those 
departments have even made modifications to the original design to better-
fit their response area. In the world of engine company firefighting, it is 
imperative that each company be prepared to combat any type of fire – in 
any given building – to the best of their abilities. Thinking outside the box, as 
the two originators of the Kentland front-bumper line did, could be the key to 
accomplishing this feat. 
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Traditions Training, LLC was founded in 2002 by ÞreÞghters from the FDNY and Washington, DC area.  Our 
founders saw a need to share the skills and knowledge learned from mentors, combined with their own years 
of ÞreÞghting experience.  Today, we continue that tradition using experienced ÞreÞghters, Þre ofÞcers, and 
chiefs from some of the nationÕs busiest and most respected departments.

Our instructors will bring you the latest in Òstreet-smartÓ knowledge: skills & tips that have been proven on 
the Þreground by people facing todayÕs challenges.  Our classes will test your abilities, have you thinking 
outside the box, and doing more with less.

CONTACT US:
Phone: (610) 637-8315

Email : Info@TraditionsTraining.com

VISIT US ON THE WEB:

www.TraditionsTraining.Com

Hands-On & Classroom Instruction
★Engine Company Operations
★Truck Company Operations
★Rapid Intervention / FF Survival
★Forcible Entry
★OfÞcer Development & Leadership
★Strategy & Tactics

Why Traditions Training?
★Instructors with urban experience & 

suburban backgrounds.
★Fully insured professional organization.
★All props and supplies provided!
★We come to you!  Firehouses, academies, 

acquired buildings.
★Programs customized around your needs 

and operations.
★Down-to-earth, enthusiastic instructors of 

various backgrounds. 
★Nearly a decade of experience providing 

customized Þre training nationwide.

Experience-Based Fire 
Department Training

Since 2002
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The mission of Hope For The Warriors® is to enhance 
quality of life for U.S. service members and their 
families nationwide who have been adversely affected 
by injuries or death in the line of duty. Hope For The 
Warriors® actively seeks to ensure that the sacrifices 
of wounded and fallen warriors and their families are 
never forgotten, nor their needs unmet. 

®

team Hope for tHe Warriors™

outdooradventures



“no sacrifice forgotten, 
      nor need unmet”

Programs
Above & Beyond Family Support Immediate Needs  
Outdoor Adventures Spouse/Caregiver Scholarships  
Team Hope For The Warriors™ A Warrior’s Wish®  

Wounded Warrior Unit Support

For more information call 877.2HOPE4W (877.246.7349) 
or visit www.hopeforthewarriors.org

a Warrior’s 
WisH® above & beyond

Hope For The Warriors® (Federal Tax ID 20-5182295) is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt charity as defined in sections 509(A)(1) and 170(B)(1)(A)(VI) of the Internal Revenue Code. Combined Federal Campaign, CFC #27800.







Classic Urban 
Urban Fire Wear Classic Urban Tee design. Plain 
back. Dye-discharge design in silver-gray and white. 
Lightweight Premium pre-shrunk 100  ringspun 
cotton for a sportier look.  Tee’s available in Black.  
Sizes:  M, L, L, 2 , .

11.  plus S
Order No

Keep Fire In Your Life
Dye-discharge design in white. ‘KEEP FIRE IN 
YOUR LIFE’ on back with the ‘Urban Firefighter 
Magazine’ logo over front left chest. Lightweight 
Premium pre-shrunk 100  ringspun cotton for a 
sportier look.Tee’s available in Black and Navy. 
Sizes:  M, L, L, 2 , .
 11.  plus S

Order No



FRONT

BACK





Urban Chevron
A truck company emerging from an urban cityscape. 
Dye-discharge design in black and white. Plain back. 
Lightweight premium pre-shrunk 100  ringspun 
cotton for a sportier look. Tee’s available in Gray.
Sizes: M, L, L, 2 ,  .

11.  plus S Order No

Classic Urban Ladies
 Dye-discharge design in silver-gray and white. 
Plain back. Short-sleeve crewneck Tee. Pre-shrunk 
100  Combed Ringspun Cotton; side-seamed for a 
fashionable custom contoured fit; Tee’s available in 
Black. Sizes: S, M, L, L, 2 .

1 .  plus S Order No



FRONT



BACK

Urban Firefighter Cap
‘Keep fire in your life’  Adjustable premium washed 
twill; unstructured, six-panel, mid-profile; pre-curved 
visor, matching under visor; sewn eyelets, fabric 
closure with rustproof buckle. Available in Navy. 
Ad ustable

1 .  plus S

Order No



BACK

Urban Chevron
A ladder truck parked in an urban cityscape. 
Screen printed design black and white.
100  cotton. Shirts available in Gray.
Sizes: M, L, L, L, L.
00.00

FRONT

Order No

Company Tee
Dye-discharge design in white. Engine Crew on 
back with the ‘Urban Firefighter Magazine’ logo over 
front left chest. Lightweight premium pre-shrunk 
100  ringspun cotton for a sportier look. Available in 
Black and Navy. Sizes: M, L, L, 2 , .  

11.  plus S



Nozzle Team
A re ection of our Brother and Sisterhood. 
Dye-discharge design with engine crew on front. 
Plain Back. Lightweight premium pre-shrunk 100  
ringspun cotton for a sportier look. Tee’s available 
in: Navy with white design or Gray with Navy design. 
Sizes:  M, L, L, 2 , .

11.  plus S
Order No





Ladies UFM Tee
Dye-discharge design. Short sleeve crewneck 
Tee. Pre-shrunk 100  Combed Ringspun Cotton; 
side-seamed for a fashionable custom contoured fit; 
Tee’s available in Black or Navy with white  
dye-discharge design. Yellow and Sherbert with 
black dye-discharge design. Plain back.  
Sizes:  M, L, L, 2 .
 1 .  plus S Order No



Who’s Wearing Urban Fire Wear?

FF Sayeg and Family 

NSFD

ola Ankar Houston, T

Send us a photo o  yoursel  
earing 

erich urbanfirefighter.com

Billy Bernbrock 
Minneapolis, MN Pat Nichols 

Boston Fire TL10

Curt Isakson 

with Escambia County Fire Rescue, FL

Ray McCormackworking on Urban at his other office.



Send us a photo o  yoursel  
earing Urban Fire Wear to:

erich urbanfirefighter.com

Lt Mike ElstonSalem Fire-EMS, Salem VA

Curt Isakson  

with Escambia County Fire Rescue, FL

Melissa Malko ski 

UFM Creative Editor

Ray McCormack working on Urban at his other office.

Hanging out with the crew from  Hertfordshire Fire Rescue - Stevenage

Tracy 
in Huntington Beach


